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1. Computer appreciation has become an issue of interest not only as a mechanism 
forÃ¢â‚¬Â¦.............. but also a subject of development.

     	      discussion

     	--->> information

     	      conversation

     	      interchange

2. Through the use of radiological dispersal device (RDD) containing some radioactive 
materials, terrorists can pose a high security risk to any people especially by causing 
severe physical and environmentalÃ¢â‚¬Â¦...................... .

     	      accident

     	      toxicity

     	      damage

     	--->> contamination

3. Bioterrorism can be defined as  theÃ¢â‚¬Â¦................. release of viruses, bacteria, or 
other germs (agents) used to cause illness or death in people, animals, or plants.

     	      p]anned

     	      intentional

     	--->> deliberate

     	      purposive

4. Chemical Terrorism involves the application of chemical agents like poisonous gases,
 liquid or solid that may have veryÃ¢â‚¬Â¦...........ffects on any targeted persons and 
ecosystem.

     	      lethal

     	      poisinous

     	      noxious
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     	--->> toxic

5. The phenomenon of cyberterrorism has become more visible in recent time 
especially due to very destructive use of information technology to causeÃ¢â‚¬Â¦............
.. by some disgruntled or fraudulent elements.

     	      chaos

     	      obstructions

     	      data infiltration

     	--->> data damage

6. Bioterrorism can also be described as:the employment of living agents such as 
viruses, bacteria, and other biological toxins to attack orÃ¢â‚¬Â¦............... societies or 
governments, often for political or ideological reasons

     	--->> intimidate

     	      threaten

     	      scare

     	      coerce

7. As computers are used to perform variety of legitimate functions, some individuals 
and organisations explore the use of computer to perpetrate different criminal activities 
likeÃ¢â‚¬Â¦...............system intrusion, virus attacks, etc.

     	      dangerous

     	--->> malicious

     	      vicious

     	      criminal

8. cyberterrorism can simply be defined as .the use ofÃ¢â‚¬Â¦..................... by terrorist 
groups and individuals to further their agenda.

     	--->> information technology

     	      information system

     	      information gadgets

     	      none of these
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9. physical violence involves the use ofÃ¢â‚¬Â¦................. and physical attack that can 
cause harm in human and material terms to any target people or communities.

     	      violence

     	--->> aggression

     	      brutality

     	      assault

10. The knowledge of Computer has becomeÃ¢â‚¬Â¦................such that one's literacy 
is also determined by his/her ability to use computer and capacity to learn and share 
knowledge electronically.

     	      generalized

     	      popularized

     	--->> universalised

     	      globalized
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